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Presentation Outline
• Aerial Application Industry Overview
• History of Drift Models
• EPA’s Use of Models
• Model Tiers Taking Into Account More Realistic
Manned Aircraft Technologies & Best Management
Practices

Agricultural Aviation Industry Overview
Primarily small businesses that use
aircraft to enhance food, fiber and biofuel
production, protect forestry, and control
health-threatening pests.

Size
How big is the ag aviation industry?

Approximately 1,560
aerial application
businesses in the
U.S. and 2,280 nonoperator pilots

Aerial application is
conducted in every U.S.
state and multiple
territories to 127 million
acres out of 347 million
acres of cropland.

Aerial applicators
treat 28% of U.S.
cropland and nearly
100% of forest
protection
applications

Importance
Aerial application is often the only, or most
economic, method for timely pesticide
application

By far the fastest
method of
application to
treat crops

Non-disruptive
to the crop,
hence preventing
crop damage and
soil runoff

Allows for greater
harvest yields of
crops, resulting in
preservation of
natural ecosystems

Agricultural Aviation Industry Overview
No. of Aircraft per business:
Percent of industry airplanes:
Percent of industry helicopter:
Percent of industry that use GPS
Percent of industry with liquid flow control
Percent of industry with dry flow control
Percent of industry making variable rate applications
Percent powered by turbine engines
Percent of industry using AIMMs1

2.3*
84%*
16%*
99%*°
64%*
30%
14%*
81%
5%*

*From 2019 NAAA Survey
°An NAAA 1998 survey indicated
that 60% of agricultural airplanes
were equipped with GPS as
compared to 25% in 1994.
1 Aircraft Integrated
Meteorological Measurement
System

EPA Atmospheric Aerial Application Pesticide Drift Models
When EPA assesses the risk of a pesticide to human health or the
environment, it considers the toxicity of the pesticide as well as the amount
of pesticide to which a person or the environments may be exposed. In
assessing exposure, scientists frequently use mathematical models to
predict pesticide concentrations in food, water, residential and occupational
environments.
Atmospheric Models: OPP uses atmospheric models to predict the
deposition patterns of pesticides released into the atmosphere.
• AGDISP™
• AgDRIFT®

AgDRIFT Tier III Modeling over AgDrift Tier I
• NAAA recommends updating the aircraft
used in AgDRIFT to the turbine powered
AT-502B, which is one of the most
common aircraft used for aerial
applications in the United States.
• This would replace the piston powered AT401.
• According to the 2019 NAAA operator
survey 83% of fixed wing aircraft are
turbine powered
• Increased Swath Width; Reduction in
Number of Passes
• 25-inch boom drop

AgDRIFT Tier III Modeling over Tier I: Aircraft Setup Data

AgDRIFT Tier III Modeling over Tier I: UAV Data Needs
• AgDRIFT Tier 1 cannot be used for UAVs
• AgDRIFT Tier 3 can be used if UAV data is
acquired:
• Number of rotors
• Placement of rotors
• Boom length relative to rotor(s) diameter or
wingspan
• Boom vertical distance from rotor(s) or wing
• Weight
• AT-502: 4,546 lbs empty
• DJI Agras MG-1P: 21 lbs empty

Wake Vortices
• The wake vortices from an aircraft
is what moves air down and away
from the aircraft in flight
• All aircraft produce vortices – byproduct of lift
• Factors that influence wake:
• Weight of an aircraft
• Speed of an aircraft
• Wing shape
• Span of the aircraft

AgDRIFT Tier III Modeling over AgDrift Tier I
Atmospheric Stability: Change to Unstable
• Current Tier 1 is set to Neutral (A User’s Guide
for AgDRIFT ®2.0.07)
• Neutral has a Stability Ratio of -0.1 to 0.1;
• This could still correspond to an inversion
• All products going through registration review
will have labels prohibiting applications during
inversions
• NAAA suggests Atmospheric Stability be set to
“Day” with “Slight” solar insulation

AgDRIFT Tier III Modeling over Tier I: Increase Wind Speed to 15 mph
Drift Deposition 200 feet downwind

Fraction of applied 200 feet downwind

• Current Tier 1 sets wind
speed at 10 mph
• Tier 3 with as proposed by
NAAA reduces drift
• These assumptions include
15 mph wind speed
• Reductions occur even
when using fine to medium
droplet size
• All with 75% boom
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AgDRIFT Tier III Modeling over AgDrift Tier I Assumptions (Continued)
• Swath Displacement
• Tier 1 uses 0.3702 of swath width
• NAAA proposes using 0.5 of swath width
• Label enforceable

• Droplet size
• Tier 1 uses fine to medium
• NAAA suggests medium
• Label enforceable

• Surface roughness
• Tier 1 uses 0.025 feet – bare ground
• Most aerial applications are foliar
• NAAA proposes 0.32 feet for surface roughness

AgDRIFT Tier III Modeling over AgDrift Tier I Assumptions (Continued)
• Height for wind speed Measurement
•
•
•
•
•

Tier 1 uses 6.56 feet
Appropriate for ground applications
Ag aircraft apply at 10 feet above crop
Smoker or AIMMS ~ 2 feet higher
NAAA proposes 12 feet

• Multiple Application Assessment Method
• Used when products can be applied multiple
times to a single crop
• Removes unrealistic assumption winds are
blowing at maximum speeds in same direction
for every application
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